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It is known that a system of Diophantine equations has a complex solution if and
only if it has a solution modulo infinitely many primes. Since there is an algorithm to
solve the former problem, there is also an algorithm to decide the latter. By deeper
work due to Ax Ax it is also known that there is an algorithm to decide whether a
system of Diophantine equations has a solution modulo every prime. In this work we
show that the situation is completely different if we replace the fields Fp by rings of
functions of positive characteristic and consider analogous Diophantine problems. For
example, we show that the following (five) problems are undecidable:

Problems: Decide whether or not a system of Diophantine equations in the un-
knowns x1, . . . , xn together with conditions of the form “xi is non-constant”, for some
of the unknowns xi, has a solution in Fp[z] for

1. some prime p,

2. all primes p,

3. infinitely many primes p,

4. all but possibly a finite number of primes p, or

5. all primes p of the form 6k + 5 (say).
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We work in a class Ω, each element of which is a structure over a fixed language
L. We ask the question: “Is there an algorithm which, given any (existential) sentence
of L, determines whether the sentence is true in some (or all, or infinitely many, or
almost all) elements of Ω?” In the cases that we will consider the answer is ‘No’. We
call results of this type uniform undecidability results.

Notation.
Lrings the language of rings.
Consider subrings of fields of rational functions F (z), where F is a field, as structures

over the following languages:
Lz = Lrings ∪ {z} where z is a constant symbol,
LT = Lrings ∪ {T} where T is interpreted as the set of non-constant functions, and

Lz,ord = Lz ∪ {ord} where ord is interpreted as the valuation ring at 0.
Some of our main results are:

Theorem 0.1. First order arithmetic is uniformly positive-existentially interpretable
in the class of

1. polynomial rings of positive characteristic over the language LT , with one param-
eter interpreted (in each structure of the class) as any non-constant element,

2. polynomial rings of positive characteristic over the language Lz, without parame-
ters, and

3. fields of rational functions of positive characteristic over the language Lz,ord, with-
out parameters.

Our results for languages that extend Lz hold also for large classes of (subrings of)
function fields of positive characteristic of bounded genus.
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A major intermediate result of independent importance:
Fact: The relation

∃s ∈ Z y = xps

is definable over each field F (z) (of rational functions over a field of ‘constants’ F of
characteristic p) in the language LT uniformly for all fields F and all characteristics
which are greater than 20.

This follows from previous work on F (z)-rational points of a class of varieties defined
by Büchi. These are affine varieties, in variables x1, . . . , xM which are given by

x2
n+2 − 2x2

n+1 + x2
n = 2 for n = 0, . . . ,M − 2 .

Quiz: Obviously there are the solutions xn = x+n for any x ∈ F (z). Can you find
any more in such a uniform manner (i.e. regardless of F and regardless of how large M
is) for any fixed positive odd characteristic p? (They exist!)

To appear in Inventiones Mathematicae.
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